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RF Transceiver Security Against Piracy Attacks
Alán Rodrigo Dı́az Rizo, Julian Leonhard, Hassan Aboushady, Senior Member, IEEE, and

Haralampos-G. Stratigopoulos, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We demonstrate for the first time system-level
locking for RF transceivers serving as an anti-piracy security
technique. The locking strategy is to make RF performance key-
dependent by leveraging a state-of-the-art logic locking technique
to obfuscate digital blocks in the signal path. The technique
presents several advantages, including general applicability, ef-
fective locking for incorrect keys, attack resilience, transparency
when the correct key is used, minimum overheads, and ease of
implementation. We show that logic locking cannot be blindly
applied in this context and, in this regard, we show how it can
be adapted towards effective RF transceiver locking. A proof-of-
concept is demonstrated with hardware measurements.

Index Terms—Hardware security and trust, IP/IC piracy,
locking, RF transceivers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The globalisation of the Integrated Circuit (IC) design
and manufacturing flow leaves ICs unprotected against piracy
attacks [1]. A design house that purchases a licence for using a
third-party Intellectual Property (IP) block (3PIP), the foundry
that is subcontracted for fabricating the IC, and an end-
user who has capabilities for reverse-engineering a legally
purchased chip, can easily clone the complete IP/IC or part of
it without the consent or knowledge of the IP/IC owner, thus
resulting in know-how, competitive advantage, and financial
losses for the IP/IC owner. Beyond cloning, other piracy
attacks include chip overbuilding by the foundry, remarking
out-of-spec chips by the test facility, and chip recycling [1].

An end-to-end protection against IP/IC piracy is locking. It
is carried out by the IP/IC owner and aims at transforming
the circuit function O = F (I), where I and O denote input
and output, respectively, to a new function O = Fl (I,K),
where K is a key, typically in the form of a large bitstring.
There is a single key kcorr that unlocks the circuit establishing
correct functionality, i.e., F (I) = Fl (I,K) |K=kcorr

, ∀I .
Any other key is incorrect and corrupts the output for some
inputs, i.e., ∃I F (I) ̸= Fl (I,K) |K ̸=kcorr

. kcorr is the IP/IC
owner’s secret and is not shared with any untrusted party. It is
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securely loaded in an on-chip Tamper-Proof Memory (TPM)
after chip fabrication, thus thwarting piracy during the design,
fabrication, and testing stages, as well as piracy via reverse
engineering since any attempt to read the TPM results in
irreversible loss of kcorr.

Locking was first proposed for digital ICs [2], a.k.a. logic
locking. Since then there has been a “ping-pong game”
between “defenders” proposing logic locking defenses and
“attackers” proposing counterattacks that break them [3].

This paper makes three main contributions:
1) We demonstrate for the first time locking of entire RF

transceivers at system-level. The proposed locking strategy
makes RF performance key-dependent by leveraging a state-
of-the-art logic locking technique, namely Stripped Function-
ality Logic Locking (SFLL)-rem [4], to obfuscate essential
digital blocks in the RF transceiver signal path.

2) We show that logic locking in general cannot be blindly
applied to Analog/Mixed-Signal (A/M-S) ICs. To this end,
we show how SFLL-rem can be tuned in the context of RF
transceiver locking.

3) A proof-of-concept is demonstrated with hardware mea-
surements using the Software Defined Radio (SDR) bladeRF
board from NuandTM.

Locking an A/M-S IC via logic locking of its digital section
has been demonstrated in the past for individual A/M-S IC
blocks [5]–[7]. One possibility is to perform logic locking
of the digital processor of the feedback calibration loop of
A/M-S ICs [7]. Herein, we demonstrate locking of entire RF
transceivers at system-level.

Other A/M-S IC locking approaches include biasing lock-
ing [8]–[11], limiting the calibration range [12], and using
programming bits as secret keys [13], [14]. Efficient counter-
attacks have been proposed for biasing locking [15]–[18], thus
this approach is no longer considered secured. The approach
in [12] requires floating-gate transistors which are rarely
used. The approaches in [13], [14] apply only when multi-bit
programmability is in place and assume that the calibration
algorithm is unique and unknown to the attacker. A review of
anti-piracy solutions for A/M-S ICs is provided in [19].

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the proposed RF transceiver locking
strategy. In Section III, we provide an overview of SFLL-
rem. In Section IV, we show how SFLL-rem is tuned for RF
transceiver locking. In Section V, we discuss the resilience
to foreseen counterattacks. In Section VI, we present the
experimental results. Section VII concludes this article.

II. RF TRANSCEIVER LOCKING STRATEGY

The proposed locking strategy targets the interaction be-
tween analog and digital blocks in the RF transceiver. The
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(a)
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Fig. 1: Main RF transceiver architectures showing the most suitable
digital block to lock: (a) conventional; (b) highly-digitized.

underlying idea is to corrupt analog information propagation
by performing logic locking in digital blocks in the signal path.
In this way, system-level RF performances, e.g., Bit Error Rate
(BER), are corrupted in a complex and unpredictable way.

Considering the conventional Zero Intermediate Frequency
(Zero-IF) and Low Intermediate Frequency (Low-IF) RF
transceiver architectures in Fig. 1a, we can target locking the
digital DC Offset (DCO) and I/Q Imbalance (IQI) correction
blocks of both the transmitter and the receiver. Considering
the highly-digitized RF transceiver architectures in Fig. 1b
[20], we can target locking the digital decimation filter in the
receiver and the digital interpolation filter in the transmitter. In
this paper, we demonstrate with hardware measurements the
locked RF transceiver architecture in Fig. 1a.

The locking strategy presents the following advantages:
1) General applicability: It is applicable to any RF

transceiver architecture and independent of the complex-
valued modulation scheme and constellation size.

2) Locking effectiveness: Only one key unlocks function-
ality while any incorrect key results in drastic performance
degradation.

3) Attack resilience: It generates a large-size digital key,
which is a prerequisite for achieving resiliency against coun-
terattacks. It also borrows and capitalizes on the security
properties of state-of-the-art logic locking mechanisms to
provide strong security against counterattacks.

4) Transparency: There is no performance penalty since (a)
analog blocks are left intact and (b) advanced logic locking
techniques intentionally do not modify critical paths in the

digital section, thus the delay penalty if any is practically
negligible having no effect on RF performance.

5) Minimum overheads: The small and justifiable area and
power overheads for the digital blocks resulting from the
locking operation become negligible when projected to the
entire RF transceiver.

6) Ease of implementation: The A/M-S design flow does
not change and no A/M-S block needs to be re-designed.
The locking step can be seamlessly integrated into the digital
design flow since logic locking is automated [3].

III. LOGIC LOCKING WITH SFLL-REM

The steps of SFLL-rem [4] are summarized below:
1) Perform a stuck-at fault injection campaign on the

original circuit F . A stuck-at fault means tying a net to a
constant logical 0 (i.e., ground) or 1 (i.e., VDD).

2) For each injected fault we record the input test patterns
that detect the fault, i.e., the fault effect propagates to the
output resulting in a flipped output bit. These input test
patterns are called failing input test patterns and their set is
denoted by Tf .

3) The fault injection campaign does not have to be exhaus-
tive; it suffices to find a fault f that has a failing input test
pattern with k care bits and n− k don’t care bits, where n is
the number of inputs. This failing input test pattern is denoted
by tsecure and, in essence, represents a total of 2n−k failing
input test patterns. These 2n−k failing input test patterns are
called protected input patterns (PIPs).

4) We select the k care bits of tsecure to be the secret key
kcorr of size k.

5) Due to the injection of fault f , F is transformed to circuit
Ff . Some internal nets now being tied high or low, allows us
to remove logic and simplify Ff with regard to F . Compared
to F , Ff produces an erroneous output for the complete set
Tf of failing input test patterns.

6) Redesign Ff by adding logic to restore the functionality
for all failing input test patterns in the set {Tf − tsecure},
resulting in circuit Ff ′ . Compared to F , Ff ′ produces an
erroneous output only for the PIPs represented by tsecure.

7) Generate the target circuit Fl from Ff ′ by adding to Ff ′

a restore unit and a 2-input XOR gate. Specifically, let I
′

be
the concatenation of input bits whose positions map to the
positions of the care bits of tsecure that compose the secret
key kcorr. The restore unit implements a generic comparison
function based on a look-up operation comparing I

′
to the key

kcorr stored in the TPM. The output of the restore unit is 1
when I

′
= kcorr and 0 when I

′ ̸= kcorr. The XOR gate is
driven by the output O and the output of the restore unit, and
the output of the XOR gate is the output of Fl. In this way, we
correct functionality for the remaining 2n−k PIPs represented
by tsecure. If an invalid key kcorr is used, then correction fails.

IV. SFLL-REM TUNED FOR RF TRANSCEIVER LOCKING

Herein, we show how SFLL-rem is tuned for RF transceiver
locking considering the architecture in Fig. 1a. SFLL-rem
is applied to the DCO-IQI correction blocks. The pseudo-
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 where F is the DCO-IQI
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Algorithm 1 SFLL-rem tuned for RF transceiver locking
Input: Original circuit netlist F
Output: Locked circuit netlist Fl

1: Perform stuck-at fault injection on F
2: Record set Tf of failing input test patterns
3: Select tsecure from Tf that is most frequently encountered during RF transceiver

operation
4: Set key equal to the k care bits of tsecure

5: Generate Ff by removing redundant logic in F
6: Generate F

f
′ by adding logic into Ff to restore functionality for all failing input

test patterns in the set {Tf − tsecure}
7: Generate Fl by adding restore unit and XOR gate into F

f
′

Fig. 2: DCO-IQI correction block with locking mechanism.

correction block and Fl is the DCO-IQI correction block with
the lock embedded. The algorithm follows the steps of SFLL-
rem detailed in Section III with the third step, i.e., the selection
of tsecure, being the subject of the tuning. First, in the next
paragraph, we explain why tuning is required.

For digital ICs it suffices that logic locking corrupts one bit
for a small set of PIPs. For example, to lock a microcontroller
it suffices to lock one bit for one input in the program counter
to safeguard against unauthorized execution [21]. However,
for RF transceiver locking, to ensure an appreciable BER
degradation, the transmitted/received data propagated to the
input of the DCO-IQI correction block must frequently “hit”
one of the PIPs. Thus, tsecure that represents the PIPs of
the DCO-IQI correction block must be carefully selected
specifically to the operation of the RF transceiver.

Let us consider first the DCO-IQI correction block of the
receiver. Fig. 2 shows its final high-level block schematic
modified by SFLL-rem. The circuit has a 96-bits input, i.e.,
n = 96, and a 32-bit output. We applied SFLL-rem aiming at
locking two output bits Iout[7] and Qout[7]. Let us consider
first Iout[7]. For the logic cone driving Iout[7], in the first step
of the SFLL-rem procedure, we injected a stuck-at-0 fault that
resulted in a large number of failing input test patterns.

To achieve a high security level against all foreseen counter-
attacks, as will be discussed in Section V, we need to consider
a key of large size k. At the same time, BER degradation
requires first ensuring a high error rate expressed as the ratio
of PIPs to all input patterns, i.e., ER = 2n−k/2n = 2−k.
Increasing k improves resiliency against attacks but reduces
the error rate. Furthermore, tsecure must be chosen to ensure
that the 2n−k PIPs frequently appear, thus resulting in BER
degradation. A desired trade-off can be established by choos-
ing appropriately k and tsecure.

In this regard, we consider further only those failing input
test patterns having k = 72 care bits and n − k = 24
don’t care bits with the don’t care bits being the bits of Qin

TABLE I: Subset of failing input test patterns for logic cone driving
Iout[7] showing only the Iin segment.

Pattern Binary Signed decimal value range

I 1111 1101 xxxx xxxx [-640, -513]
II 1111 1110 xxxx xxxx [-384, -257]
III 1111 1111 xxxx xxxx [-128, -1]
IV 0000 0000 xxxx xxxx [128, 255]
V 0000 0001 xxxx xxxx [384, 511]
VI 0000 0010 xxxx xxxx [640, 767]

Fig. 3: Histogram of Iin payload data during the RF transceiver
operation.

and the 8 less significant bits (LSBs) of Iin. Table I lists a
small subset of the failing input test patterns showing only
the Iin segment. Among all failing input test patterns, we
select tsecure to be the one that is most frequently encountered
during the RF transceiver operation. To make this selection,
we examine the histogram of Iin payload data, shown in Fig.
3. The histogram represents Iin in signed decimal values and
shows their frequency of appearance. Similarly, the segments
of Iin in Table I are represented with their signed decimal
value range resulting from the don’t care bits. Now, we can
examine where the range of each failing input test pattern lies
with respect to the peak of the histogram and select tsecure
to be a failing input test pattern whose range is close to the
peak. The selected tsecure is the failing input test pattern IV
highlighted in red in Table I, and its corresponding range is
also depicted in Fig. 3. The key stored in the TPM is composed
of the k=72 care bits of tsecure, as shown in Fig. 2.

The next steps in SFLL-rem are to remove logic in the
DCO-IQI correction block, resulting in version Ff of the
circuit, and then add logic to restore the functionality at the
Iout[7] output for all failing input test patterns except tsecure,
resulting in version Ff ′ . In the final step, the restore unit and
two 2-input XOR gates are added to generate the target circuit
Fl that restores functionality at the Iout[7] output for tsecure
when the correct key is applied, as shown in Fig. 2.

The procedure is repeated for the logic cone driving Qout[7]
and we force the same tsecure to be part of the set of failing
input test patterns and selected it. In this way, we have a single
tsecure and, thereby, a single key locking both logic cones.

The DCO-IQI correction block is the same for the receiver
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and the transmitter and the exact same procedure is followed
for inserting the locking mechanism into the transmitter as
well. However, among all failing input test patterns we selected
a different tsecure, in particular the failing input test pattern
III highlighted in green in Table I and in Fig. 3, such that the
receiver and the transmitter have different secret keys.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We consider the threat model that is most favorable for an
attacker. In particular, we assume that the attacker possesses
the transistor-level netlist of the non-activated circuit and an
unlocked functional chip which can be used as an oracle.

We observe that any incorrect key results in functionality
corruption for the same PIPs. Thus, for a given transmission,
the BER degradation is the same for all incorrect keys.

The attacker may try to find the key by iterative simulation
searching in the key space in a brute-force fashion or using op-
timization aiming at maximizing performance, i.e., minimizing
BER. For a brute-force attack, the attack time is on average
2k · T/2, where T is the run-time of a single simulation.
For an optimization attack, the attack time is m · T , where
m is the number of iterations until convergence is achieved.
As T is long for RF transceiver simulation, the attacker can
afford running only a limited number of iterations. In this
regard, the large key space, i.e., 272 in our implementation,
is a strong defense against these attacks. Moreover, since all
incorrect keys result in the same degraded BER, the function
BER= g(K) relating BER with the key is a delta function and
the search cannot be guided with optimization.

The attacker may also attempt to break the defense by
performing an attack on logic locking targeting solely the
locked DCO-IQI correction block independently of the rest
of the RF transceiver blocks. Main attacks are based on input-
output query using the netlist and oracle to find the key
or structural analysis that exploits the processing by logic
synthesis tools to identify and remove the lock mechanism. In
this case, the proposed RF transceiver locking strategy inherits
the resiliency of the underlying logic locking technique. SFLL-
rem offers provable security against input-output query attacks
[4], but recently has shown vulnerability to a structural attack
and a mitigation solution is proposed [22].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Hardware Platform

We use the SDR bladeRF board from NuandTM. This
board contains three main chips: an Analog Front-End (AFE)
LMS6002 from Lime MicrosystemsTM, a Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) Cyclone IV from ALTERATM, and a
USB 3.0 peripheral controller FX3 from CypressTM. The
RF transceiver has a conventional Zero-IF architecture for
both the receiver and the transmitter, shown in Fig. 1a. The
DCO-IQI correction blocks are programmed inside the FPGA.
The AFE has an on-chip loopback mode allowing us to
perform BER measurements using the same board. This also
greatly simplifies the channel model, allowing us to assume
an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel model.

Fig. 4: BER measurement results for different configurations.

We implemented a wireless telecommunication protocol
using for the payload an Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) encoding with a 16 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (16-QAM) scheme in each carrier, and the SDR
is transmitting and receiving in the Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) unlicensed band at 2.4 GHz.

As metric of performance, we consider the BER versus the
energy per bit, Eb, to noise power spectral density ratio, N0,
i.e., Eb/N0. We also present received constellation diagrams.

B. Measured locking efficiency

Fig. 4 shows the measured BER versus Eb/N0 for five
scenarios. The first scenario is the nominal design with no
locking mechanism, while the other four scenarios correspond
to the design with the locking mechanism embedded, where
“unlocked” means that the correct key is applied and “locked”
means that an incorrect key is used. As explained in Section
V, considering a given locking scenario with an incorrect key,
the measured BER curve is exactly the same regardless which
incorrect key is used. For this reason, in Fig. 4, we use the
term “locked” to refer to applying an incorrect key in general.

The following observations can be made from Fig. 4:
1) Embedding the locking mechanisms into the DCO-IQI

correction blocks has zero performance penalty since the BER
curves of the RF transceiver without locking mechanism and
the unlocked RF transceiver are identical.

2) Using an incorrect key for the receiver, transmitter or
both, degrades BER and the degradation worsens with Eb/N0.
By locking both the receiver and the transmitter, BER is
degraded by more than one order of magnitude for Eb/N0

higher than 15dB. Note that the goal is to achieve enough BER
degradation to the point where the RF transceiver is deemed
of unacceptable quality.

3) BER degradation is higher when locking only the receiver
compared to locking only the transmitter. The reason is that the
PIPs of the DCO-IQI correction block of the receiver are more
frequently encountered in the communication compared to
those of the DCO-IQI correction block of the transmitter. BER
degradation is higher when both the receiver and transmitter
are locked since now the set of PIPs becomes the union of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5: Measured I/Q constellation diagrams. (a) Unlocked
transceiver. (b) Locked receiver. (c) Locked transmitter. (d) Locked
receiver and transmitter.

PIPs of the DCO-IQI correction blocks of the receiver and the
transmitter.

Fig. 5 shows the measured I/Q constellation diagram of the
received signals for the last four scenarios. Locking causes
constellation points to clearly deviate from their ideal locations
compared to the unlocked transceiver.

C. Locking Overheads
Due to the locking operation, the area, power consumption,

and delay of the DCO-IQI correction block are increased by
3.9%, 0.3%, and 0.8%, respectively. As it can be seen from
Fig. 4, there is no BER performance penalty implying that the
small delay penalty is fully absorbed. Moreover, considering
a fully integrated implementation of the RF transceiver, the
DCO-IQI correction block is a small block, thus these small
area and power overheads become negligible when projected
to the entire RF transceiver. Therefore, we can claim a near
zero area and power overhead due to locking.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated for the first time RF transceiver locking
against piracy. The methodology is based on logic locking of
digital blocks in the signal processing chain. We employed
the state-of-the-art SFLL-rem logic locking technique and we
adapted it for effective RF transceiver locking. The methodol-
ogy is virtually applicable to any RF transceiver architecture
and inherits the security properties of logic locking. Hardware
experiments demonstrated strong BER degradation for incor-
rect keys, while achieving zero performance penalty when
applying the single correct secret key, and negligible area
and power overheads. The methodology can be seamlessly
integrated into the RF transceiver design flow since its analog
section is left intact and logic locking is fully automated.
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